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statistics released by the Law Society of New
South Wales, five legal actions were filed in the
federal court over the period January to March.
Three were in relation to the royal commission.
They were filed by a number of institutional
investors, several former senior ASIC
executives, the Australian Council of Trade
Unions, others representing several state and
state-based legal services. A fourth action was a
class action aimed at ASIC itself, in relation to
its compliance with the Retirement Income
Partnerships Act. A fifth action, filed by former
National Australia Bank (NAB) executive Peter
Ryan, was also aimed at the regulator over
failings relating to a $1 billion share placement
program. None of the cases is going ahead at
the moment, although two are clearly headed
for a hearing. And the threat of ASIC civil actions
is increasing. "If ASIC loses an action or a group
of actions are consolidated," observed Paul
Dale, a lawyer at Shiell Australia, "if it loses by a
significant margin, it may well bring a second
action, or additional actions. "This sort of thing
would put a lot of pressure on ASIC to settle
cases," he said. And he said the royal
commission was having the desired effect. "If
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there are groups of cases consolidated, ASIC
may go in and negotiate settlements at the
outset," he said. "If ASIC loses, they'll want to
ensure there's no preclusion orders and they
can go back later." According to ASIC, there
have been more than 100 actions launched
against the regulator under the Companies Act
over its corporate governance reforms, and
among the most high profile of these were those
relating to NAB, Westpac and Bendigo and
Adelaide Bank, of which the latter was
dismissed by Justice Richard White in
September. NAB settled its class action on
terms in February. White dismissed the class
action against the Westpac and Bendigo and
Adelaide Bank, but kept the action pending
against ASIC.
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